
TOKYO: People walk on a pedestrian crossing in Tokyo yesterday. Japan’s central bank opted yesterday not to expand
its massive stimulus policies to boost growth, apart from channeling extra support for financing disaster recovery
efforts on the earthquake-stricken southern island of Kyushu.  — AP
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TOKYO: The Bank of Japan held off from
expanding monetary stimulus yesterday,
defying market expectations for action even
as soft global demand, an unwelcome rise
in the yen and weak consumption threat-
ened to derail a fragile economic recovery.
The yen surged the most against the dollar
and the euro in nearly six years as the deci-
sion caught investors off guard, while the
Nikkei share average sank 3.6 percent. 

BOJ Governor Haruhiko Kuroda left the
door open for more stimulus, stressing
there were no limits to what monetary
policy can do to address strong risks to
the outlook.

“There’s absolutely no change to our
stance of aiming to achieve 2 percent
inflation at the earliest date possible, and
to do whatever it takes to achieve this,”

Kuroda told a news conference. “If need-
ed, we can deepen negative rates much
more.” At Thursday’s rate review, the BOJ
decided to maintain its pledge to increase
base money at an annual pace of 80 tril-
lion yen ($732 billion) via aggressive asset
purchases. It also left unchanged a 0.1 per-
cent negative rate it applies to some of
the excess reserves that financial institu-
tions park at the BOJ.

“I think the odds of (monetary easing)
were half and half, but the most surprising
point is that the markets seemed to have
been surprised,” said Masashi Murata, a cur-
rency strategist at Brown Brothers
Harriman. “The most important point is that
BOJ, especially Kuroda, would like to save
its weapons and power for an emergency.”

In a separate move, the BOJ created a
300 billion yen loan program offering funds
at zero interest to banks in areas hit by this
month’s earthquake in southern Japan.
Kuroda defended the decision to keep poli-
cy unchanged, saying that a steady
improvement in the economy allows the
BOJ to spend some time studying the effect
of its past easing steps.

“We took pre-emptive action by adopt-
ing negative interest rates in January ...
Now is the time to see how the effect of our
policies spread to the economy,” he said.

Kuroda said the positive effects of nega-
tive rates would begin to spread to the
economy before the end of the year. “We
won’t deploy ammunition in small incre-
ments ... That doesn’t mean that once we
take action at a certain meeting, we will
hold off on action at the next meeting or
leave, say, six months in between policy
changes.” The BOJ next meets for a rate
review in mid-June, followed by a more
crucial meeting in late July where it con-
ducts a quarterly review of its growth and

inflation projections. “For now, the BOJ is in
a wait-and-see mode to judge the effects of
its negative rate policy, said Hidenobu
Tokuda, senior economist at Mizuho
Research Institute.

“Eventually, I think the BOJ will lower
the interest rate further into negative terri-
tory later this year, perhaps after the July
(upper house) election.”

HELICOPTER MONEY UP NEXT?
The BOJ also cut its inflation forecasts in

a quarterly review of its projections on
Thursday. And it once again pushed back
the timing for hitting its 2 percent price tar-
get, by six months, saying it may not hap-
pen until March 2018 at the latest.

The decision came in the wake of data
that showed consumer prices slipped in
March at the fastest pace in three years
while household spending fell at the
sharpest rate in a year, adding pressure
on the BOJ to do more to spur growth.
Household and corporate inf lat ion
expectations have weakened despite the
BOJ’s decision in January to add a 0.1
percent negative rate to its massive
asset-buying program.

The BOJ has been in a bind, with many
central bankers worried about the gloomy
outlook but increasingly reluctant to use
their diminishing policy ammunition.
Kuroda tried to counter growing market
views that the BOJ is running out of
options, saying he saw no trouble with the
bank’s bond-buying operations.

He also dismissed the idea of “helicopter
money,” or underwriting government debt
so the money can go directly to citizens,
saying that it was impossible to adopt it
under current Japanese law. “Having said
that, I don’t think there are limits to mone-
tary policy.” — Reuters

BOJ holds off stimulus, 
cuts inflation target

Yen soars, stocks slump on BOJ decision

Retail focus helps to shield 
Lloyds from banking chill
LONDON: Lloyds Banking Group bucked the downward trend
among major British lenders yesterday, maintaining flat first quarter
revenue and cutting bad debts despite a tough economic environ-
ment. Lloyds, Britain’s largest mortgage lender, reported underlying
pre-tax profit of 2.1 billion pounds ($3.05 billion) in the first quarter of
this year, compared with a profit of 2.19 billion pounds a year earlier.

That was in line with the 1.99 billion pound average estimate of
three analysts surveyed by Reuters. Chief Executive Officer Antonio
Horta-Osurio is eliminating thousands of jobs to streamline the busi-
ness and support a progressive dividend policy, in the final phase of a
recovery plan following a 20.5 billion pound taxpayer-funded bailout
during the 2007-09 financial crisis.

Lloyds’ performance was better than Standard Chartered and
Barclays, where quarterly revenue fell in their large investment
banking operations because of a weak global market environ-
ment. Lloyds is relatively insulated because of its greater reliance
on retail customers.

“Overall, these represent a solid if unexciting set of results, which
is not necessarily a bad thing for a bank,” said Gary Greenwood, an
analyst at Shore Capital. Lloyds shares fell 2.9 percent to 67.2 pence
by 1130 GMT, as some analysts questioned whether the bank would
be able to boost revenue against the backdrop of a slowing British
economy. “The bank insurance contribution and retail fee income
was notably soft,” said Ian Gordon, an analyst at Investec. Finance
Minister George Osborne is looking to sell the last remaining govern-
ment-held shares in Lloyds over the next year after a discounted sale
to the general public was postponed earlier this year due to turmoil
in global financial markets.

Banking and political sources expect the sale of Lloyds’ shares to
resume after the British referendum on membership of the European
Union in June, concluding with a larger offer to retail investors. The
state has reduced its holding from 43 percent to less than 10 percent,
raising over 16 billion pounds.

PROVISIONS
Britain’s largest retail bank said total income fell 1 percent to 4.4

billion pounds, as higher revenue from its retail bank were offset by
lower income in its insurance division. Impairments dropped 6 per-
cent to 149 million pounds. “These results demonstrate the strength
of our differentiated, simple, low risk business model and reflect our
ability to actively respond to the challenging operating environ-
ment,” Horta-OsÛrio said in the statement. — Reuters

BRASILIA: Brazil’s central bank left interest rates at a
near 10-year high on Wednesday in a bid to ease infla-
tion in what could be the current board’s last decision
ahead of a likely change in government. The bank’s
board, known as Copom, unanimously voted to keep
its benchmark Selic interest rate at 14.25 percent for
the sixth straight time as widely expected by econo-
mists and traders. At its last meeting, two of the eight
members of the bank’s board voted to raise rates by
50 basis points.

A recent slowdown in inflation had raised pressure
on the central bank to cut some of the world’s highest
interest rates to ease the pain from what is the coun-
try’s worst recession in a century.

Still, the bank signaled rate cuts were not yet immi-

nent. “High twelve-month inflation and inflation
expectations far from the official targets offer no room
for the easing of monetary policy,” the bank said in its
decision statement. The bank completely changed its
statement when compared to that of its previous
meeting, saying it has had some progress in control-
ling inflation.

Analysts interpreted the vote to hold rates after
three previous split decisions as a sign policymakers
are gearing up to ease monetary policy later this
year. “Overall it is a hawkish statement, in which the
bank acknowledges progress in fighting inflation
but still not enough for them to ease policy,” said
Alberto Ramos, chief Latin America economist for
Goldman Sachs. — Reuters

A logo of the British bank Lloyds  sign outside a branch in
London. — AFP

Brazil keeps rates on hold 
in bid to ease inflation


